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We agree whole-heartedly with Ruggs et al.
(2013) call to focus more research attention
on the workplace experiences of marginal-
ized employees. Indeed, the authors raised
many valid points concerning the needed
contributions of industrial and organiza-
tional (I–O) psychology to both research
and public policy as it relates to marginal-
ized groups. However, we believe that
the authors also missed an opportunity
to highlight the workplace discrimination
experienced by those individuals who are
marginalized by their darker skin tones.
This form of discrimination is more com-
monly known as colorism. Subsequently,
our commentary focuses on defining this
form of discrimination that is not well
known among I–O psychologists, explain-
ing why our field should be concerned with
studying colorism, and making recommen-
dations regarding how our field can better
study colorism, affect jurisprudence on the
issue, and ameliorate colorism’s effects in
workplace settings.

Defining Colorism

The term racial phenotypicality bias
describes a form of discrimination in
which differences in facial characteris-
tics that are typically associated with
various racioethnic groups constitute the
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basis of prejudiced beliefs or unfair treat-
ment towards individuals (Maddox, 2004).
Colorism is one such subtype of racial phe-
notypicality bias in which skin tone is used
as a metric by which to discriminate against
those outside or within one’s own racioeth-
nic group. For example, a White manager
discriminating against a Black employee,
because that Black employee possesses a
darker skin complexion compared to other
Black employees, constitutes an instance of
colorism. However, colorism would also be
constituted in the case of an Asian manager
discriminating against an Asian employee
who possesses a darker as opposed to a
lighter skin complexion. Although colorism
theorists recognize that other facial charac-
teristics covary with skin tone (e.g., eye
shape, nose shape, and lip shape), and
are thus also inextricably interwoven into
the colorism process (Thompson & Keith,
2001), they nevertheless place primacy on
the causal role of skin tone in engender-
ing the colorism phenomenon. It is also
important to note that while lighter- or
darker-skinned individuals can be disfa-
vored by the phenomenon, it is typically
lighter skin tones that are idealized and
favored in the colorism process (Russell,
Wilson, & Hall, 1992).

Why Should I–O Psychology Be
Concerned With Colorism?

I–O psychologists should be concerned
with the issue of colorism because the phe-
nomenon has implications that are capable
of cutting across categories such as race,
religion, gender, age, sexuality, national-
ity, and occupation. That is to say, extant
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psychological research contains evidence
for the preference and undue favoritism
of lighter skin complexions among Black,
White, Latino, and Asian populations from
around the world (Glenn, 2009). Much
of the most rigorous research concerning
the nexus of colorism and labor market
outcomes has been conducted on African
American and Latino populations in the
United States. This research has evinced
that African Americans and Latinos pos-
sessing lighter skin tones attain higher
incomes, attain employment in more pres-
tigious occupations, and experience less
discrimination compared to their darker-
skinned counterparts (Espino & Franz, 2002;
Keith & Herring, 1991; Klonoff & Landrine
2000). In fact, Hughes and Hertel (1990)
noted that the magnitude of the differ-
ence in socioeconomic outcomes between
light- and dark-skinned Blacks in the United
States is analogous to the magnitude of
the difference in socioeconomic outcomes
between Blacks and Whites. However, as
stated previously, colorism does not sim-
ply affect African Americans and Latinos;
rather, it is a global phenomenon that con-
sistently privileges lighter skin tones over
darker ones (Glenn, 2008). Thus, the perva-
siveness of this form of discrimination and
its impact on workplace and labor market
related outcomes, both in the United States
and abroad, dictate that I–O psychologists
become more acquainted with this form of
discrimination.

I–O psychologists should also be con-
cerned with conducting colorism research
because a concerted focus on this subject
will enable our field to answer the call of
the focal authors and other researchers (e.g.,
Markus, 2008) to advance our knowledge
of intraracial discrimination in addition to
those more common and already widely
studied forms of interracial discrimination.
The focal authors rightly pointed out that
researchers lose valuable information in
their studies when they collapse across
minority groups. We fervently agree and
would also argue that psychologists miss
opportunities to understand the experiences
of light- and dark-skinned non-Whites when

they collapse across skin tones in their intra-
group studies.

In regard to the intraracial/intra-ethnic
effects of colorism, we know for example
that some Chinese describe the skin
tone of Filipinos as ‘‘less beautiful’’ and
‘‘coarse’’ and those skin tones possessed
by Indonesians as ‘‘dark’’ and ‘‘not ele-
gant enough’’ (Leong, 2006). Intraracial
colorism studies among African Americans
also indicate that some African Ameri-
cans are prone to negatively stereotype
extremely dark and extremely light skin
tones, while idealizing medium skin tones
(Hall, 1992; Marks, 1943). Socioeconomic
data from South America also seem to
mirror that of the United States as they
evince that Black-Brazilians typically attain
less income, education, and occupational
prestige in comparison to lighter-skinned,
Brown-Brazilians (Telles, 2004). Although
these intraracial findings concerning col-
orism are informative, they constitute but
a piece of the puzzle. What are sorely
needed are rigorous, experimental exami-
nations that disambiguate the issues of race
from those of color. Making headway in
this regard will allow I–O psychologists
to add to a growing body of research on
more subtle forms of prejudice within orga-
nizations, which recognize that the norms
regarding overt prejudice have gradually
changed (Dovidio & Gaertner, 1986, 2000;
Kinder & Sears, 1981; McConahay, 1986).

An equally compelling case can be made
for the need for I–O psychologists to investi-
gate colorism in workplace scenarios based
on the fact that I–O psychologists are
uniquely positioned to do so. I–O psycholo-
gists’ knowledge of selection and validation
principles, combined with their knowledge
of sociopsychological processes and theo-
ries of discrimination, give them quite a
unique and complementary tool kit for tack-
ling the problem of colorism in workplace
hiring and performance review settings.
Despite this fact, most researchers’ under-
standing of the psychology of colorism
and even the impact of colorism in work-
place settings comes from sociopsychology
research (e.g., Wade, Romano, & Blue,
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2004). A recent study conducted by Harri-
son and Thomas (2009) stands as a notable
and solitary exception. This study found that
White subjects preferred to hire a lighter-
skinned Black man with only a bachelor’s
degree and limited job experience over a
darker-skinned Black man holding an MBA,
a bachelor’s degree, and managerial expe-
rience. Given the potential implications of
these and related experimental findings, we
feel it is also important to offer practical
suggestions regarding how our field can
possibly contribute to psychological knowl-
edge of colorism in workplaces, inform
jurisprudence regarding colorism, and also
diminish the discriminatory effects of col-
orism in the work settings.

Recommendations

In regard to the possible research contribu-
tion of I–O psychologists to the colorism
literature, it should be first noted that the
psychological underpinnings of colorism
are as of yet not well understood. The col-
orism literature can be described as being
populated with a number of competing,
complementary, and untested perspectives
regarding how colorism actually functions.
As such, I–O psychologists have plenty
of room in which to make important
contributions concerning basic colorism
research. With regard to more applied
research on the topic, opportunities abound
for I–O psychologists to conduct experi-
mental and quasi-experimental studies that
systematically apply existing, new, or mod-
ified theories of discrimination to predict
possible patterns of skin tone preference
in selection and performance appraisal
settings. Such skin tone discrimination
studies could systematically examine the
effect of variables such as job qualifica-
tions, gender, race, skin tone, and other
phenotypic features in both participants
and targets in order to answer intriguing
applied and basic questions such as:

• ‘‘To what extent does target or rater
skin complexion, rather than target or

rater race, influence discrimination in
selection systems?’’

• ‘‘Why and to what extent does lighter
skin tone confer more of an advantage
to male or female applicants in
selection and performance appraisal
systems?’’

• ‘‘To what extent can the causal effect
of skin tone as opposed to the
influence of other facial phenotypic
characteristics be teased apart in the
colorism process?’’

• ‘‘Are first generation immigrants more
prone to perpetrate acts of colorism
in workplace settings compared to
successive generations? If so, why?’’

• ‘‘Does the importance or type of job
influence the likelihood that hiring
managers or other decision makers
will engage in colorism in selection
and appraisal contexts?’’

All of these questions represent new,
challenging, and important research ques-
tions that our field is capable of addressing.

We also recommend that in addition
to addressing these possible and related
research topics, our field also endeavor
to expand workplace colorism research
to countries other than the United States.
In an increasingly global economy, it is
imperative that more studies investigate
how this phenomenon plays out interna-
tionally. This is especially the case given
that empirical colorism studies exploiting
international populations are greatly lack-
ing. We believe that the dearth of empirical
colorism research focusing on Asian popu-
lations for instance, especially in areas that
are relevant to I–O psychologists, such as
selection and leadership processes, repre-
sents an exciting opportunity for our field
to conduct original and influential research
on these and related topics.

However, despite the lack of interna-
tionally focused colorism research, we do
know that, in the case of Southeast Asia
for instance, colorism is much more part
and parcel of life than it is in the United
States. The widespread movie, television,
newspaper, and Internet advertisements of
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largely ineffective (and in many cases harm-
ful) skin-bleaching creams, combined with
data attesting to the rising consumption of
skin-bleaching products in this region, lends
credence to the possibility that colorism
may be much more of an inveterate and
problematic issue in Southeast Asia than
America (Glenn, 2008). Although these data
are not strictly psychological in nature, they
still lead us to respectfully disagree with the
focal article’s suggestion that Blacks may
attend to skin tone variations more so than
Asians.

We are, however, in agreement with the
authors’ suggestion that I–O psychologists
who pursue research on marginalized
groups, such as those marginalized by
religion and sexual orientation, strive to
publish their findings in journals enjoying
regular readership by I–O psychologists.
For this to occur, our field will also have to
become more aware and concerned with
the situation of marginalized employees
and make a conscious effort to feature
such research in our I–O psychology
related publications. We believe this is an
especially worthy endeavor in regard to
employees marginalized by skin tone as
to date we are unaware of any articles
published in the top I–O psychology
and organizational/behavior journals that
have focused on the issue of colorism in
workplace settings.

We also recommend that over time,
as I–O practitioners’ and academicians’
knowledge of skin tone-based discrimina-
tion grows, they take a more active and
vocal role in supporting an understanding
of colorism in the legal system. Title VII of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits employ-
ment discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex, and national origin. How-
ever, despite the stipulation of color as a
protected class, American courts have had
considerable trouble interpreting and thus
adjudicating legal claims based on skin tone
in any sort of uniform fashion. Although
some courts have recognized skin tone-
based discrimination claims (e.g., Walker
v. Internal Revenue Service, 1989), oth-
ers have not or have instead recognized

colorism discrimination claims but on dif-
ferent grounds than previous courts (e.g.,
Franceschi v. Hyatt Corp, 1992). We would
urge I–O psychologists to conduct more
systematic research regarding colorism in
the workplace so that in the future they
would increasingly be in a position to aid
the legal system in workplace-related col-
orism cases by serving as credible subject
matter experts. This need is underscored by
data from the EEOC (2006) indicating that
alleged cases of workplace-related colorism
have risen sharply in recent years.

Finally, we recommend that as our field’s
understanding of colorism improves, we
engage in constructing and implement-
ing research-based interventions capable
of both drawing awareness to and ame-
liorating the adverse effects of colorism
in workplace selection and evaluation set-
tings. As the problem of colorism is truly
complex, ubiquitous, and yet understud-
ied, we feel strongly that unless we start to
conduct and evaluate interventions regard-
ing the phenomenon it will continue to
cause adverse outcomes in organizational
settings.
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